
API is not a constituent 
of our elected council.Industry is not the sole 

source of facts
 and is not the sole arbiter 
of what facts are germane.

[sic]

fossil fuel energy only



Pipeline flow reversal and tanker loading and export
is a NEW business plan that is a key local concern.

So, too, is our local role in enabling the forces that oppose SoPo’s 
own Climate Action Plan and other “greening” efforts adopted by the City.
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Does this imply that opposing a corporation is unpatriotic?

• Tanker loading vs unloading increases risk of spill   
         (where risk = probability X consequence).
• Higher potential throughput volume also increases risk of spill.

• These proposed new operations also release more VOCs.

• Behavior of dilbit once spilled is still problematic for cleanup efforts.

• Ballast water discharge poses a new threat of invasive species.
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This argu-
ment, that 
there are no 
plans to 
reverse the 
flow
and load 
tankers, is 
contra-
dicted by 
every other 
appeal in 
this letter.

industry not sole referee on facts
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The NRC report was constrained to the 

question of pipeline corrosivity, not behavior 

of dilbit in a spill or consequence of spill.

   To quote the report (p. 2):

“...the committee was not asked or constituted to study whether 
pipeline releases of diluted bitumen and other crude oils differ in 
consequences or to determine whether such a study is warranted. 
Accordingly, the report does not address these questions and should 
not be construed as having answered them.” [emphasis added]

Fact: the pipeline ends at the Hill St. tank farm
Fact: the moratorium deals with other aspects 

of this 
issue
than 
pipeline 
corro-
sivity 
alone.  

Fact: Spill cleanup issues are being addressed
     and are not yet resolved.
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page This isa threat
The “appropriate regulatory channels” includes
        that which is within the City’s regulatory
       scope and authority.
.

beware of industry-commissioned reports



PSA jurisdiction ends at the pipeline terminus

     at the Hill St. tank farm.
The m

orataorium
 regulates perm

itted

uses under local zoning, not pipeline safety.It is w
orth quoting all of

 
 

38 M
.R.S § 556 directly here

(another threat)These concerns are for consequence of spills as part of risk.

No, the City Council is contemplating prohibiting 
new business plans to load tankers and to export 
crude from the port. The City Council is by now 
well aware that it cannot regulate what flows 
through the pipe.

“Nothing in this subchapter may be construed to deny any 
municipality, by ordinance or by law, from exercising 
police powers under any general or special Act; provided 
that ordinances and bylaws in furtherance of the intent of 
this subchapter and promoting the general welfare, public 
health and public safety are valid unless in direct conflict 
with this subchapter or any rule or order of the board or 
commissioner adopted under authority of this subchapter.”



API’s 2012 deep-pocketed lobbying efforts in Washington D.C. included efforts to 

oppose a portion of the Iran Sanctions, Accountability, and Human Rights Act of 

2012 (S. 2101) at a time when Iran was center-stage as a perceived threat to interna-

tional nuclear arms stability. API specifically opposed Section 202 that would have 

imposed fines on those who deal with petroleum development interests in Iran, and 

Section 216 that sets reporting requirements for those engaged in financial, energy, and

       petroleum sector transactions. The bill was defeated.

So API argues here that local 

home-rule over zoning for land 

use is an illegal pre-emption 
against the private corporate 
interests of a foreign sovereign 

nation? Wow.  Read on...

SoPo is indeed uniquely and legally empowered to stand up against international corporate hegemony in this particular case. We are all encouraged to “Act locally but think globally”. This our shining moment         to do so!
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* Annotations by Eben Rose, 57 Buchanan St. South Portland, ME 04106
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